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Abstract— This paper addresses the problem of mobile robot
navigation in indoor cluttered environments. A new algorithm
for both longitudinal and lateral real-time control of wheel-
based mobile robots has been proposed. Its main characteristic
is smooth and stable following of the on-line replanned path.
Our control method is actually extension of the virtual vehicle
method proposed by M. Egerstedt et al., which is based on the
introduction of a look-ahead point on the path that serves as
reference point for the control algorithm. While the original vir-
tual vehicle method uses only error feedback for reference point
movement along the path, our method uses also a feedforward
component based on path curve characteristics between the robot
and the reference point. In this way stable robot movement is
achieved also in the presence of obstacles that are critical with
respect to the path following error. Experimental verification is
provided for a differential drive robot within an on-line global
path planning framework.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of controlling wheel-based mobile robots
has been well studied in literature. Representatives of open-
loop control methods to model-based closed-loop methods for
lateral and/or longitudinal control can be found in [1], [2],
[3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. However, a control algorithm
that ensures stable and smooth robot motion in cluttered envi-
ronments is still missing. In this paper an attempt to develop
such an algorithm is described. The approach presented in
this work relies on the virtual vehicle method (VV) in [10]
that is a combination of trajectory tracking since the smooth
desired path is parametrized in time and path following where
the positional and orientation error of the robot is given
with respect to a geometric path. An important feature of
the virtual vehicle approach is that it is model-independent
since the controls are implemented on the kinematic level
and are equally applicable to e.g. differential-drive and car-
like robots. While the original virtual vehicle method uses
only error feedback for reference point movement along the
path, the method proposed in this paper uses also the curve
characteristics between the robot and the reference point called
curvature effort (CE) which ensures stable robot movement
in presence of obstacles. In Sec. II the original approach is
shortly resumed with motivation to introducting the curvature
effort based approach in Sec. III. The on-line path replanning

framework is presented in Sec. IV followed by experimental
results in Sec. V.

II. VIRTUAL VEHICLE APPROACH

A. Control algorithm statement

A virtual vehicle approach stated in [10] aims at finding a
lateral control �����
	 and longitudinal control ����
	 of a robot to
follow a smooth path �� ����	 where the desired reference point
on the path is called a virtual vehicle. It is described by its
parameter ����
	 moving along the path with coordinates:����� � ����	����� � ����	�� �!#"$�%"&��'�	 (1)

It is assumed that the curve gradient ()��+* ����	,( �- � * . ����	0/ � * . ����	21� !3�546�2798 !:�;� '=< . The control objective is
to keep the positional and lateral difference of the robot with
the respect to the reference point on the path within specific
bounds: >@?BA
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where L � - V � . / V � . and
V �2�&� � R � ,

V �#�$� � R �
and � � � � 	 is a reference point on the robot with orientation Q .
The desired yaw angle is described as Q �W�YX � X)Z\[ � V � � V � 	 .
The number N U represents the maximum lateral tracking error
depending mainly on the path curvature and the maximum
angular acceleration of the robot. The number N�O is the look-
ahead distance to the reference point and is determined in the
control design procedure.

The control law proposed in [10] that ensures global sta-
bility determines the dynamics of the parametrized reference
point ]� as:

]� � �,^,_a`+b O �=c- � * . ����	\/ � * . ����	 (4)

where � c is the nominal speed at which the path is to be
followed. Expression (4) gives an exponential decay of the
positional tracking error. Factor d describes the responsive-
ness of the reference point to the change in distance to the
robot. Choosing a greater d increases its responsiveness but



introduces a larger variation in the translational velocity � of
the robot. The velocity of the reference point along the curve
is expressed as ��� � ]� (���+* ( . Parameter �,^ can be determined
by choosing that the velocity of the reference point be equal
the nominal velocity �ac of the robot when in steady-state, i.e:

L ���
	 � N)O�� � ���
	 � � c (5)

Thus �,^ becomes � ^M�Y_ b � � .
With the velocity of the reference point that adapts to the

tracking error one can choose the translational and lateral
control to be proportional regulators that steer the vehicle
towards the reference point at a translational and rotational
velocity proportional to the tracking error [10]:

����� ' � � V QT/ ]Q � (6)� ��� ' � 	 L ��
 ��� V Q 	 (7)

where
V Q � Q � R Q and ]Q � is the rate of change of

orientation to the reference point.
The factor 	 can be determined according to the steady-

state conditions in Eq. 5 to be 	 � ��� � . As already stated this
control strategy is model independent and it provides high
level commands � ��� ' and � ��� ' based only on position and
orientation feedback. Thus, low level velocity controllers are
assumed to be implemented.

A simulated robot run according to an off-line planned path
for the virtual vehicle approach is shown in Figs. 2, 4, 5, 6
and 11. Essentially, after the transient state the robot will try
to track the path at the constant nominal velocity ��� � c
and look-ahead distance N O mainly adjusting its steering angle
to the orientation of the reference point. This can be seen
from the simulation run for the choice of nominal speed ��c �
!��������=� _�� and look-ahead distance as N O ��� � . Both robot
and reference point velocity ��� !��������a� _�� , ����� !�� �����=� _��
are kept almost constant at all times. Exceptions are the case
of robot initial acceleration stage where the reference point is
slowed down in order to ”wait” for the robot and the case of
extreme curvature at the doorway where the robot approaches
the reference point that is turning at a distance L � N O
resulting in speeding up of the reference point to attain the
nominal N)O distance.

If for a particular reference path the dynamic and kinematic
constraints of the robot are exceeded, the tracking performance
will be increasingly degraded within robot limitations. This
deviation from the planned path may be prohibitive in the
presence of obstacles. This is the case in Fig. 2 where the
robot grazed the inner corner to a wall and hit it due to an
exceeded velocity when approaching a strong curvature - the
upper room position in Fig. 2 is the goal position that was not
reached in this case.

Varying the nominal distance to the reference point (i.e. the
”line-of-sight” of the robot) does not solve the problem since
the robot will still travel at an approximately nominal velocity
after the transient state, as shown earlier. A solution may be
to decrease the overall nominal velocity that may be achieved,

however this is not an efficient solution and may fail in a more
complex path configuration.

Therefore, it is mandatory to consider the velocity of the
reference point and that of the robot not only according to the
tracking feedback error but also according to the configuration
of the planned path curve itself in some local vicinity. This
is the motivation for introducing a modified virtual vehicle
approach.

III. CURVATURE EFFORT BASED VIRTUAL VEHICLE

APPROACH

A. Local curvature description - curvature effort

In order to preserve the same proportional control law as
described in (6) and (7) the dynamic equation of the parameter]�)���
	 must be changed according to some measure. A possible
solution is to find a local curve description between the robot
and the reference point according to the curvature along the
planned path since it contains strong information about the
curve characteristics. The curve itself is assumed to be smooth
and  . continuous.

In general, if a curve �� ����	 is parametrized by parameter �
according to the arc length along the curve (unit-speed curve)
then the curvature !\����	 of the curve can be described as [14]:

!\����	 � � *@� * * R � * *B� *
� � * . / � * . 	#"$ (8)

Its magnitude equals (���+* * ����	 ( and the sign is defined by
the choice of the normal vector �% at a point �� ����	 described
by the parameter � . The curvature at the point �� ����	 is related
to the osculating circle having a second order contact to the
curve and a radius &#����	 as !0����	 � '(*),+.- . It can be therefore
stated that the curvature directly represents how much a curve
bends locally.

The keypoint to the approach is the fact that a larger
change in curvature brings the robot closer to its dynamic
and kinematic limitations. From the kinematic equations it
is known that if the robot travels at a certain translational
velocity � and angular velocity � than it describes a circular
trajectory with the curvature being ! � �0/� . By observing only
the magnitude of the curvature of a curve !21 and asserting that
! � � !31 one can only conclude what the kinematic constraints
may be in terms of maximum angular velocity at a given
maximum translational velocity (the singular case when � � !
is not considered since then the robot turns on spot). Since the
curvature ! 1 relates to the kinematics of robot motion, one
must therefore consider the change in curvature to account
for robot dynamics.

As an example, the curvature characteristics of a smooth
desired path of robot is shown in Fig. 1. The current position of
the reference point is at approximately � � in front of the robot
(curve parameter s representing the path length). As it can be
seen, !0����	 equals 0 along the straight line sections whereas
in curved segments the magnitude of curvature corresponds to
how much the curve bends (i.e. inverse of the radius of the
osculating circle along the path). The sign of the curvature
determines the direction of robot turn ( !54&! is a turn to left



and ! � ! is a turn right in the robot frame, respectively).
In order to circumvent the local obstacle configuration that
formed the path the robot has to make turns both in negative
and positive orientation. This fact is not taken into account
explicitly in the original virtual vehicle approach since the
dynamics of the reference point is governed only by the line-
of-sight from the robot. Diminishing the nominal distance
to the reference point could partially solve this problem.
However, the increased relative longitudinal and angular error
could bring the proportional control scheme to the stability
margin.
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Fig. 1. Curvature of a smooth reference path

Therefore, to quantitatively describe the necessary robot
activity on the reference path �� ����	 a term curvature effort
is introduced here [11]:� � L 	 � ��� ���� ' ( V ! � ( V � �L � 4 L 4 ! (9)

It is assumed that the reference path is
described as a collection of dense waypoints� � ��� ����	�� ��� ����	J		��� � ��� ' �;� . ��� ���;� � � 	�
 and

% O denotes
the number of points up to position of the reference point L .
The

V ! � � ! � R ! � ` ' is the incremental change in curvature
and

V � � � � � RY� � ` ' is incremental change in parameter s
that may not be equally spaced. The expression (9) takes into
account all curvature and therefore all direction changes along
the local path up to the current reference point position. To
equally account for curvature effort of all possible positions of
reference point (depending on overall reference point speed)
it is necessary to normalize (9) to the L distance. Clearly,
if the curvature effort is � � L 	 � ! then the robot is moving
along a path with no curvature change, i.e. a straight line
segment or a circular path and it may proceed at its maximum
speed. For a straight line segment the angular velocity must
equal � � ! and for a circular path with curvature !21 the
angular velocity is � � !31
� if it is attainable according to the
maximum angular velocity of the robot. With the increasing
curvature effort the robot should decrease the translational
velocity. The maximum curvature effort depends principally
on the structure of the environment and the way the smooth
path is constructed. Therefore, if the smooth path to follow

can be generated with less curvature changes, the maximum
expected curvature effort will be smaller.

B. Modified virtual vehicle dynamics

When there are significant curvature changes encountered
(in both positive or negative orientation) then the robot must
slow down to follow the path at a safe error margin. Since
velocity of the robot is directly influenced by dynamics of the
reference point, the following modification is proposed to the
original expression in (4):

]� � �,^,_�` b O �=c- � * . ����	\/ � * . ����	
� � R [ X � X)Z ��� � � L 	
	�� (10)

The term � � L 	 � � R .� X � X)Z ��� � � L 	J	 can be described as
a penalty factor that causes the reference point to slow down
in presence of curvature changes and it can attain a value� � L 	P7 ��!:� � < . It introduces a feedforward component in the
control scheme that indirectly models the robot movement
along the path. The factor � essentially determines how fast
the reference point will slow down, thus increasing the safety
level for larger � values but also rendering the robot drive
less efficient in terms of speed. The lower limit value of� � ! represents the original virtual vehicle dynamics. The
stability analysis provided in [10] also applies here, since the
dynamics of the reference point never exceeds that of the
original case, therefore the exponential decay of the position
tracking error is the same. For large curvature effort, the X � X)Z
function gets saturated causing the reference point to come
practically to a stop. However, this does not cause the robot
to come to stop but merely decreases its velocity for a safe
following of the path. As the robot approaches the reference
point at a decreased velocity, the curvature effort term � � L 	
is diminished (i.e. the robot has traversed the critical path
segment) which again causes the reference point to speed up
and possibly attain the nominal velocity ��c if there is not path
curvature change thereafter.

A simulated robot run for the curvature effort based virtual
vehicle approach is shown in Figs. 3, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12.
The dashed line in Fig. 3 represents the off-line planned path
and the full line represents the actual robot path based on on-
line path replanning. The parameters are the same as for the
original virtual vehicle approach, i.e. ��c � !��������=� _�� , N O �
� � , � ��� , ������� � !�� �#���a� _�� , � �	��� ��� ���#��� X N �=� _�� , and the
new factor � � � . As can be seen from curvature effort in Fig.
10, the four regions that are denoted in Fig. 3 correspond well
to the four principal turns the robot has to make to achieve
the global goal. In reference to the case of original virtual
vehicle approach in Fig. 2 the region 3 was the critical one
that caused the robot failure due to excessive reference point
and robot velocity. In contrast, when comparing the same
critical region in Fig. 5 where the reference point was moving
at approximately nominal speed, in Fig. 8 one can observe
that the reference point slowed down to � � � !�� [ ���a� _��
causing the robot to slow down also and approach the reference
point at L � !�� �#� , thus allowing it to perform the necessary
turning maneuvers safely. This is a natural behavior analogy



with movement of agents in a queue where in presence of
rapid scene change the moving agents are slowed down for
safety reasons and are also brought closer together to maintain
sensorial information link. The robot was travelling at nominal
speed only when there was no curvature change, which is the
straight line region in the start of the run.

IV. ON-LINE PATH REPLANNING

In the curvature effort virtual vehicle approach it is assumed
that the robot is on the start of the local curve segment
(or in its immediate vicinity) since only then the curvature
effort described in (9) is well defined. The criterion could
be applied also to a completely static, off-line planned path
where the robot may start at some point off the path if the
closest point to the robot on the curve would be found, i.e.
a point �� + on curve whose normal vector �% + points in the
direction of the robot at the minimum distance. Such a point�� + can then be the virtual starting position of the robot on the
path. However, the primal interest of the work aims at robot
navigation in dynamic/partially unknown environments which
inherently implies on-line path planning procedure for which
the criterion (9) is well suited.

The implementation in this work involves a D* based on-
line graph-search procedure as described in [15] on a grid-
based global map of the environment. Thus obtained path
based on connected grid cells is smoothed by a cubic B-
spline curve where the cells represent the control points [12],
[13]. However, regardless of the particular path search and
smoothing algorithm, the successive curves may differ in form
when the local path replanning is done at each servo tick, i.e.
when new objects are encountered in sensor range and the path
has to deviate from them. Since the same curve parameter
value � � reflects different positions along different curves it
cannot be simply transferred to the next curve.

Therefore, the solution applied here is to perform a one
step simulation of the reference point movement along the
path for the current reference point position � ) � -� and currently
calculated velocity ]� ) � -� according to (10). The robot movement
is also simulated according to basic kinematic equations.
The new velocities � ) ��� ' - , � ) ��� ' - that are necessary for the
kinematic equation input are calculated based on the simulated
control response to � ) � -��� ' and � ) � -��� ' for current � ) � - and � ) � -
with robot acceleration limits ]� ����� and ]� ����� . Thus, from
simulated reference point position �� � ) ��� ' - and robot position�� � ) ��� ' - , the new tracking distance L ) ��� ' - � (��� � ) ��� ' - R�� � ) ��� ' - ( can be calculated. When the new curve �� ����	 ) ��� ' - is
replanned, the reference point is placed at the position �� 1 ) ��� ' -
on the curve that is an Euclidean distance L ) ��� ' - away from
the starting position of the curve where the robot is placed.
Note that �� � ) ��� ' - does not necessarily correspond to �� 1 ) ��� ' -
if the curve form is changed. Under reasonable assumption
that the curve form does not change significantly between two
successive servo ticks, the reference point movement is stable
along different curves. The only case where the reference point
movement would be unstable is the case of continuous drastic
curve change between two steps which would imply that the

global planner has entered a limit cycle between two equally
desirable paths. This is a theoretical situation that does not
occur in practice if the robot is on continuous move. Fig. 13
represents a robot run in the presence of unknown obstacles
(1-4) where the path was globally replanned at a � !a!#� � servo
cycle.
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Fig. 13. A robot run in presence of unknown obstacles (1-4)

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments with the presented path planning/following
scheme were carried out at the Faculty of Electrical Engineer-
ing and Computing in Zagreb with a Pioneer2DX differential
drive mobile robot equipped with a Sick laser sensor. The
office like environment was statically mapped for localization
purposes. The initial off-line planned path is updated according
to the unknown obstacles at run time as can be seen in Fig.
14 (at the time of the experiment the office was cluttered
with obstacles due to reconstruction works). Due to the heavy
load on the platform (max. support 23kg), the maximum
translational speed was set to � � !��������=� _�� (depending on the
capacity of the wheel actuators limiting the accelerations) with
the average speed of � � !�� � �#���a� _�� attained (Fig. 15). Robot
responses are also given in Fig. 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20. Results
in terms of time to achieve goal position were comparable to
the commonly used Gradient navigation method [16].

VI. CONCLUSION

The paper presents a path following method for mobile
robots that provides lateral and longitudinal kinematic level
control. The virtual vehicle approach that describes the dynam-
ics of the reference point along a desired path is modified here
according to the local curve characteristics called curvature
effort. The local path configuration and the dynamic robot
limitations are thus indirectly taken into account by introduc-
ing a penalizing factor to the speed of the reference point
in the presence of obstacles enabling a safe robot operation.
By a path replanning scheme at the servo tick level both
obstacle avoidance and global path attendance are achieved.
Future work would include finding explicitly an optimal choice
of the penalty factor parameter according to robot dynamic
constraints.
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Fig. 2. Virtual vehicle robot run failure (simulation) - VV
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Fig. 3. Curvature effort based virtual vehicle robot run (simulation) - CE
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Fig. 4. Translational robot velocity (VV)
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Fig. 5. Reference point velocity (VV)
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Fig. 6. Robot to reference point distance (VV)
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Fig. 7. Translational robot velocity (CE)
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Fig. 8. Reference point velocity (CE)
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Fig. 9. Robot to reference point distance (CE)
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Fig. 10. Curvature effort measure (CE)
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Fig. 11. Rotational robot velocity (VV)
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Fig. 12. Rotational robot velocity (CE)
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Fig. 15. Translational robot velocity
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Fig. 16. Rotational robot velocity
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Fig. 18. Reference point velocity
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